
After careful and deep reflection on the events of 1978, the year in which I made my research 

known, to this day, I declare myself aware of having an absorbent evolutionary mind and of having 

been able to physically realize a project on universal energies (unknown to the science in force) and 

in particular on an energy of which the cognition of existence has been lost and which I have 

allowed myself to call vulgarly "Higher Energy" (from 0-A to AZ-9), being able to use it physically on 

all living programs and not. This is my discovery. 

Considering the importance of what I had understood and realized, I tried in every way to 

communicate it to the "excellencies", but unfortunately in vain, due to too much superiority, 

indifference, sadism, stupidity and envy. 

Arrived in 1998, after all that I had done, built and invested and even more what I had understood 

and seen in the depths of past events, present and catastrophic future, I had decided to desist and 

eliminate everything given the blindness of power. 

It was then that a certain Silvana Zambanini called me, asked me if I could make certain 

measurements with my instruments, but I answered "I don’t do anything anymore, I closed 

permanently". She called me again until we agreed to an inspection on September 14th, 1998 at 

14.00 in San Lorenzo in Banale, locality Deggia 28. 

There, there was Mrs. Zambanini Silvana with Mr. Sergio Rudi Sottovia. There were many speeches 

and points of view... 

After about three years, in 2002, the company AXS M31 of Zambanini Silvana, a manufacturer of 

depolluting fertilizer formulations, was programmed and built there. 

Starting with Bio Aksxter M31 and Bio Aksxter M32 and then, until 2018, the following formulations 

were added and updated: 
 

DEPOLLUTING FERTILIZER FORMULATIONS: 

Bio Aksxter® M31 agriculture line (charges 7.6) 

Bio Aksxter® M31 horticulture line (charges 7.6) 

Bio Aksxter® M31 viticulture line (charges 7.6) 

Bio Aksxter® M32 gardening line (charges 7.6) 

Bio Aksxter® M31 photovoltaic greenhouse line (charges 9.8) 

Bio Aksxter® M32 photovoltaic greenhouse line (charges 9.8) 

Bio Aksxter® M31 golf course line (charges 9.8) 

Bio Aksxter® M31  hydroponics line (charges 9.8) 

 

DECONTAMINAT FORMULATION: 

ALMEN XM236 decontaminant (charges 29.8 – 89.4) 

 



Arrived at 2019, spent 20 years with many difficulties, the most inflicted by those who would 

like our efforts without having merit of any fate, after having seen and experienced the tenacity 

and managerial capacity of Mrs Zambanini Silvana who believed and invested in my discovery, 

after careful analysis, I conclude that: 

- having reached the peak of my research, given the facts, going further has no meaning; 

- since my research has not been accepted before, and then it has been only partially only for 

the tenacity of Mrs Zambanini Silvana; 

- after all this and after nothing has been brought, for meritocracy I decided to leave to 

Zambanini Silvana, owner of AXS M31 of Zambanini Silvana: 

-my research; 

-the formulations for the production of the above-mentioned depollution fertilisers; 

- the modalities of maintenance of the historical instrumentations, testimony of my passage 

on this planet 

-  It is understood that my person always remains available, except for reasons of force majeure, as 

stated in the contract at the time stipulated. 

 

With the deepest thanks, 

the researcher Alessandro Mendini 

 

Date and signature  

  

 

 


